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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

RESPONSE TO LINDA J. ROGERS

WIND CONCERNS ONTARIO BLOG

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario

Activists from Wind Concerns Ontario appear to be under the MISTAKEN IMPRESSION that Registered Nurses Association of Ontario (RNAO) somehow BLINDLY FOLLOWS THE ACTS OF SUBVERSION of Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE).

In fact, RNAO is ALLIED WITH the REPUGNANT CAPE in their JOINT CONSPIRACIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUBVERSION.


Condemnation of Wind Turbines

In a Wind Concerns Ontario blog, Linda Rogers CONDEMNS WIND TURBINES in a letter that was « peer reviewed by multiple members of a multi–disciplinary health team » from RNAO.

Linda Rogers is a nurse and a PROMINENT MEMBER of Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario (RNAO).

Rogers complains that her home will soon be SURROUNDED BY TWELVE OR MORE WIND TURBINES, in a project that is composed of almost 200 Wind Turbines in total from three different projects in the Haldimand–Norfolk Region of the Province of Ontario.
Evidently, Rogers is SEEKING SUPPORT to CONDEMN these McGuinty Government Wind Turbine Projects by AVAILING herself to organizations like Wind Concerns Ontario.

In view of the PROMINENCE Rogers has within Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario, all we can say about her PLIGHT is ...

TOO BAD !

Wind Concerns Ontario MUST NOT WASTE ITS TIME with Rogers and RNAO.

As a PROMINENT MEMBER of an organization that AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORTED the McGuinty Government in its CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT pest control products, Rogers is UNREASONABLE in her CONDEMNATION of the McGuinty Government Wind Turbine Projects.

Rogers GOT WHAT SHE DESERVED !

Since 2008, Rogers’ organization has VERY STRONGLY SUPPORTED the McGuinty ACTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUBVERSION on issues like the CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT pest control products.

And now, RNAO SUPPORTS the McGuinty Government Wind Turbine Projects.

Because of RNAO SUPPORT of the McGuinty Government since 2008, Rogers’ PLIGHT with Wind Turbines surrounding her home was, in essence, CREATED BY HER OWN ORGANIZATION.

If RNAO HAD NOT SUPPORTED the McGuinty Government in OTHER ACTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUBVERSION, such as Anti–Pesticide PROHIBITION, there may NOT have been ANY or AS MANY Wind Turbine Projects.

**RNAO and the Anti–Pesticide Conspiracy**

Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario ( RNAO ) was a PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT with the McGuinty Government in CONSPIRING TO PROHIBIT pest control products used in the Urban Landscape.

These products are, in fact, HEALTH–CANADA–APPROVED, FEDERALLY–LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY–SAFE, and PRACTICALLY–NON–TOXIC.

NOT ONE PERSON within RNAO had/has ANY recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products.
And yet, Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario VERY AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORTED the McGuinty Government in this NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products.

Anti–Pesticide PROHIBITION DESTROYED the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry — the industry LOST OVER 500,000,000 DOLLARS, with UP TO 12,500 UNEMPLOYED.

**RNAO and Aggressive Anti–Pesticide SUPPORT**


« Pesticides are poisonous and governments have a duty to protect citizens, especially CHILDREN. » [Wrong!]


« WE ARE PLEASED THAT THE BILL WILL BAN THE USE AND SALE OF PESTICIDES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, and will cover residential, industrial, commercial, institutional, municipal and provincial properties, including rural residential properties.

The bill would EXEMPT GOLF COURSES, which is INCONSISTENT with RNAO’S belief that exemptions should be limited to public health purposes.

To summarize our recommendations, RNAO STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE BAN on the use and sale of pesticides for cosmetic purposes. »

**RNAO Let the Proverbial McGuinty Enviro–Terrorist Genie Out Of The Bottle**

Rogers is UNREASONABLE in her CONDEMNATION of the McGuinty Government Wind Turbine Projects since she represents an organization that AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORTED the SUBVERSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM of the McGuinty Government since 2008.
Because of Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario, and other organizations, the McGuinty Government CANNOT NOW BE STOPPED WITH ITS WIND TURBINE PROJECTS.

McGuinty’s SUBVERSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM, either in the form of PROHIBITION or WIND TURBINES, will NEVER END!

If RNAO HAD NOT SUPPORTED Anti–Pesticide PROHIBITION, the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry would NOT have been DESTROYED.

If RNAO HAD NOT SUPPORTED PROHIBITION, there may NOT have been McGuinty Government Wind Turbine Projects.

Instead of CONDEMNING the McGuinty Government, Rogers should HOLD RNAO RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING THE PROBLEM TO BEGIN WITH.

Rogers had better just get used to being surrounded by Wind Turbines.

TOO BAD!

For more information, please go to THE LIBRARY OF REPORTS ...

http://pesticidetruths.com/
&
http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/

QUICK DOWNLOAD of ALL Force Of Nature reports in Full Colour Documents

http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/

William H. Gathercole and Norah G

National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry ( NORAHG )

NORAHG is a NATIONAL NON–PROFIT NON–PARTISAN organization representing RESPECTED EXPERTS who promote PESTICIDE–REALISM and PESTICIDE–TRUTHS — scientific research PROVES that pest control products cause NO HARM and can be USED SAFELY